Adobe Illustrator
Basics for CNC
Creating a New Document
When opening Illustrator the first step is to create a
New Document. You will either press on Create New or go
to File and press on NEW

Once you press on either either of those buttons you then will be
prompted with this screen

For creating stuff here at Humanmade, it will be best if you choose
Art & Illustration.
Once Art and Illustration is chosen this screen will pop open

Where is says Untitled-1 is where you choose the Document Name.

Next is to choose your prefered measuring preference, by default it will be
in Points, I’m going to choose Inches.

Now you will enter the size of your Artboard by entering in a size on
Width and Height
(Think of this as your blank piece of paper to draw on)

If you are planning on using the Universal Laser, you will have to make
sure your Color Mode is set to RGB. Sometimes it could be in the
CMYK mode by default. To change press Advanced Options.

The Advanced options will drop down a menu, press on Color Mode
and change it to RGB
You are now ready to create your new New Document/Artboard, press
Create to do so.

Once you have created a new Document/Artboard, your window
will look similar to this. Just know that this window will look
different based on who was working with Illustrator last. Some
menus might be missing based on the previous users
preferences.

The first thing we are going to do is open the most used Panels used to
aid you in Editing you files here at Humanmade. To open them, go to
Window on the top Menu Bar and a huge list of Panels will drop down.
As you can tell, the list of Panels is huge and on the day to day use of
using Illustrator, you really don't need every panel panel open. Let's open
the following Panels, Align, Layers, Pathfinder, Stroke, Swatches and
Transform.

Align - Allows you to align or distribute selected
objects along a the axis you specify.
Layers - Provide a way to manage all the items
that make up your artwork. Think of layers as
clear folders that contain artwork.

Pathfinder - Allows you to combine vector objects to
create shapes in a variety of ways.
Stroke - Lets you control the weight of your
Stroke. This is very important for using the CNC
Machines here at Humanmade.
Swatches - This is where the RGB colors are
located. You will decide what colors you will
use for your strokes or fills or both.
Transform - This is how you set a specific size
for your object
(Most often the Transform,Align and Pathfinder
panels will be grouped together)
As we get further in class, we will go more in depth about
these Panels/Tools and the appropriate ways of using them.
As you get more advanced using Illustrator you may start to
utilize more of these panels.To start with, these panels are
the most important. (For me specifically, I close out all panels that I
don't need so it doesn't fill my window with unnecessary things. Just press
the X on the top right of the panel to close it

Lets now talk about the Toolbar that is located on the left hand
side. Sometimes the Toolbar will be in a single row or a
double sided room.
If you want a double sided row just press the double arrows
on the top left of the toolbar and it will automatically go to the
double row or vice versa.
These are tools that let you perform various tasks, such as
create, select, and manipulate objects and select, type, paint,
draw, sample, edit, and move images.
Any tool that has a small triangle on the bottom right, you hold
down on that tool and a small menu will pop up with additional
tools

Selection Tool
● You either click on an object or drag a marquee around part
or all of one or more objects. If you hold down shift, it will
allow you to pick multiple objects or deselect objects.
● Once selected, you can move, rotate, scale, ect the whole
entire object.
● In order to do anything with any objects in Illustrator you
always have to have the object selected.
● Control A Selects all objects on Artboard
● Shortcut Key (V)
In order to fully see this Selection Tool work, we need something
on our Artboard. So lets make a basic shape by pressing on the
Shape Tool (by default it's always a rectangle)

Now go to your Artboard and hold down the left mouse button and
drag out a rectangle shape and as soon your left go of the left
mouse button the shape will end making the shape.

Now that we have a shape, let's go back to the Selection tool and lets
first make sure nothing is selected by pressing the left mouse button
anywhere outside of the shape. (By default after making a shape it will
always be selected.)

Selected

Now go to the shape and hover over one of the Lines and you will see it say
Path and a small square appear in the middle of the shape and once you
press the left mouse button, it then will be selected showing those white
squares going around the object.

Not Selected

Selected

You can press on the shape anywhere to select it as
well as drawing a Marquee that goes over the shape.
Just hold down the left mouse button and draw a
Marquee shape that goes over the shape you want to
select then let go of the mouse button.

Now that your shape is selected go to one of the lines and hold down
the left mouse button and move the shape

When you move a shape it will appear at the same location as you
move a very thin line version of the shape to a new location. As soon
as you let go of the mouse button the original shape location will
disappear leaving you with the new location of the shape.
You also can use the Arrow keys on the Keyboard to move your shape
as well. If you hold down Shift and use the Arrow keys it will move in
larger increments.
You can also can resize your shape when its selected. If you grab
any one one of the 4 white corners squares or one of the 4 Squares
located in between the Corners squares. This will enable you to
resize your shape. You will notice when you hover above one of the
white corners the mouse arrow will disappear and become a set of
diagonal double arrows. This means you now can Enlarge or Shrink
your object.
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If you hold down Shift while changing the size of your shape, it will
keep your shape Proportional while resizing.
If you hold down Shift and Alt while changing the size of your shape,
it will keep your shape Proportional and it will resize from the Center
of your shape.

The last way we can resize our object is with the Transform panel

The W and H stand for Width and Height of
your object.
To the right of the W and H is the Lock tool.
This enables you to keep your W and H
Proportional or not while resizing
Not
Proportional
UnLocked
Keep
Proportional
Locked

By Default your objects Reference Point will always resize from the
Center, if you want to change this, just choose one of the other 8
squares as your new Reference Point.

Another thing we can do with this Selection tool is Rotate our object.
If you Hover near one of the corners on the outside of the white square, you
will notice a curved line appear with two arrows. This now means you can
Rotate your object.

If you hold down Shift while rotating, if will rotate in 45 degree increments.

If you want a Precise Angle it might be faster if you enter that into the
Transform Panel in the Angle text field vs moving the mouse to get that
angle.

The very last thing we can do to our shape is add a Corner Radius to our
shape. If you Hover over one of the Circles located on the inside corners
you will notice the a Curved line appear. If you now pull the circle Inward it
will start to add a Radius to you shape.

If you Double Click on the same Circle, the
Transform Panel will open and now you can also
enter in a Custom Radius.

As you have just learned the Selection Tool allows you to do many things to
your Object, now lets learn about the Direct Selection Tool.

The Direct Selection Tool is used in a slightly different way. It
still allows you to Select your Object, but instead of Altering
the whole object, your Editing only a single Anchor point or a
Single line or your holding down Shift and choosing multiple
Anchors or Lines.
You will notice when you select your Shape with the Direct Select tool
that the it looks different than the regular Selection Tool.

Direct Selection Tool

Selection Tool

Now go Hover over one of the Anchors points and you will notice is will
slighty get larger. If you now hold down the Left Mouse button it will let
you move that individual Anchor to alter the shape it self.

If you Hover over one of the Lines in Your Path and then hold the Left
Mouse Button, you then can move that Line/Path to a specific place to
alter the shape as well.

Now if you hold down Shift you can choose multiple Anchors and Lines/Paths and
move them all at once.

An additional change you can make with the Direct Selection tool is, that
you can move the Handle of the Anchor point to change how the curve is.

Selection Tool

Direct Selection Tool

Now you have learned the 2 Most Used Tools in Illustrator and just
remember those 2 selection tools do different things in the end.

Now lets go over the Primitive Shape Tool in Illustrator. By Default it will always be
on the Rectangle shape. If you want to use another Primitive shape, hold down on
the small Triangle in the bottom Right of the Rectangle tool and additional shapes
will appear for you to use.

There are 2 ways you can create a primitive shape in Illustrator. The first way is to
simply hold down the Left mouse button where you want the Primitive shape to
start and move the mouse in the Direction to where you want to end the shape.

Remember is you hold down Shift while your creating a Shape it will
keep shape proportional and if you hold down Shift and Alt. it will keep
the shape proportional and create the shape from the center vs the
corner.
The second way you can create a Primitive Shape is to simply press the Left
mouse button and release it where you want the shape to be created and a pop up
Menu will appear. Now you enter in the Dimensions of the Width and Height of the
shape and press OK and your shape will be created

Once you create your shape and you realized it's the wrong size, you
easily can change the Dimensions by utilizing the Transform Panel.
Just remember you have to Select the Shape first.

And just like, that you can easily change the size of any shape in
Illustrator.

Both the Polygon and Star tool are best
to create by Pressing the mouse down
and releasing it, because it give you an
option to choose how many sides/points
you want in those shapes.

Unfortunately, if you create a Star shape you cannot change how my Points it
has, once its been created. You will simply have to recreate the shape with the
correct number of points in the Transform Panel is the Star Shape.

Primitive shapes you may think are just simple shapes, but with a
little editing you can take that simple shape and turn it into a very
complex shape.

From a simple Circle to a very complex shape. So remember, don't think
that you can't make something out of those simple primitive shapes. All it
takes is a little editing and some imagination to make it happen.

Next let's learn about the Swatch Panel and how to properly use it.
One of the most important areas in the
Swatch Panel is the Fill and Stroke Icon.
Right now the Fill is in the Foreground, so
that means when you select your shape
and then choose a color from the Swatch
Panel, it will fill the shape with that color

If we plan on using the Universal
Laser. Black will Etch, Red will Cut
and Blue will Vector Engrave.

And just like that our Shape is now filled with the Color Red. Just remember your
shape has to be selected in order to do anytype of change to it.

Now let's change the Stroke Color. First
Hover over the stroke square and you will
see a message saying (Click to Activate)

Once you press on the Stroke square, it will
then come to the Foreground and now you
can apply a color to the Stroke.

It maybe hard to see your Stroke color because of the Stroke size and
your shape being selected.

Before we un-select our shape, let's look at the
Stroke Panel. By Default it will always be at 1pt.
Lets increase the size and then un-select our
shape. Now we have a really bold stroke with a
color.
Now you have learned how to apply a Fill color
and a Stroke color. Just remember, if the Fill
square is in the Foreground your only going to
change the Fill color and if the Stroke square is
in the Foreground your only going to change the
Stroke color.

You also might have noticed at the bottom of the Toolbar, those same
Fill and Stroke squares. These are just another way to give you the
Fill and Stroke color.
(As you learn more of Illustrator, you will discover there are multiple
ways of doing the same thing.)
There are a few more different options in the Toolbar that allow
you to quickly swap the Fill and Stroke colors and well has get
rid of the color as well.

Let's talk about the Stroke panel again. What we have to
understand specifically, here at Humanmade is with most of
our CNC machinery that we have such as the Shopbot, the
Tormach, the Vinyl cutter and the Lasers. That all these
Machines require a specific Stroke weight in order for the
Machines to follow the Path of our designs. That magic number
is .001 and that number you Physically have to type in as there
is no preset number in Illustrator for you to choose

This shape will not be able to be cut out,
because of the Stroke Weight being at
5pt.

This shape now will be able to be cut
out, because the stroke size is at .001

Now, let's take the Stoke to the next level. Lets say we did want to cut out the
shape with the bold border. In order to do this, we need an to have 2 outlines,
one on the inside and one on the outside. In order to do this we need to
Expand the shape. First select your object, then go to the top Menu and press
on Object and go to Expand.

Once you press Expand, the Expand menu will open up. We really
don't have to do anything to the menu except press OK.

Now go to the Swap Fill and
Stroke color at the bottom of the
Toolbar and press the arrow

Now we can see our shape has an
outside outline and an inside
outline. But in order to cut this out,
we need to make sure our stroke
size is at a .001

Simply go to our Stroke panel and
type in .001 and like magic we now
can cut out this shape!!!!

Let’s now go over the Zoom Tool and the Hand Tool. By default the
Zoom tool will always be showing. The Zoom Tool has that little
triangle which means, we need to hold down on the triangle and
then the Hand tool is present for us to use

The Zoom Tool does what it says, It either Zooms in or out. There
are a few ways this tool does work. Lets go over those options

The first way is to hover over you object preferable in the middle
and just press the left mouse button and it will Zoom in. The mouse
button was pressed several times and now you can see how close
we are.

To Zoom out hold down the Alt key and the + sign on the Zoom tool will turn to a
- sign and then proceed to hit the left mouse button and it will Zoom out.

Another way you can Zoom, is to Hold the Left mouse button down where
you want to Zoom and if you move the mouse Left it Zooms out and if
move right the mouse right it Zooms in.
Zoom Tool Quick Key is (Z)
Hand Tool Quick Key is (H)
The Hand Tool is very handy tool to use when you are Zoomed in super
close. It allows you to pan in all directions vs Zooming out, moving areas
then Zooming back in. Try it out!!!!!!

Lets go over the Layer Panel now. The Layer Panel can be described as a way
to keep everything highly organized as you create your work.

This Circle Icon Selects everything in
that Layer.
This Eye Icon makes your layer
visible or hides that layer.
This is where you can label each
layer with a specific name.
When the Layer is Blue, that means
you are currently working on that
Layer. Just press on the layer and it
will turn blue.
This Icon creates a new Layer.
This Trash Can Icon deletes which
ever layer is blue or just drag the
layer to the trash can.

We don’t need to worry about the rest of the Icon as of now, but the more you
start to use Illustrator and depending how you use it you might want to explore
them at some point.

A few other key things about layers is that layers can have sub-layers as
well. In order to see the sub-layers, you need to press on the arrow to the
left of the layer icon.

You also can move a layer around and into other layers as well. You just
simply grab the layer holding down the left mouse button and drag it into
another. As your dragging the layer, it will show a closed hand.

As you are creating, it's very key to keep everything in good order so you can
easily be able to turn on and off layers vs digging thru possibly hundreds of
layers to find a certain graphic layer, trust me it can be a pain and a waste of
time.

One last thing with the Layers, that can help you keep even better
organization is Collect in New Layer option. Let's say you have several
layers that make a single part and you want them all to be in the same
layer. Well Collect in New Layer is how you will combine everything
into one layer.
First thing you need to do, is make
sure all the layers you want to collect
into 1 layer are all stack one after
another. Im wanting to collect layer
3,5 and 1 into one layer. Also you
want to make sure the very most top
layer is blue. You just simply press
on that layer to turn blue.

Next you want to go to the very last
layer in the layers you want to collect
in one layer and hold down shift and
select the last layer. You will now
notice that all layers in between the
top and bottom layer have turned
blue.
Now that all layers are selected
go to the top right on the layers
and press down on the 3 lines
and go to Collect in New layer.

Once all the layers are collected into a New
layer, you can open up that layer and see that
it kept every layer as a sub-layer.

Remember, having good layer organization is key to having a smooth workflow.

Now let's talk about the Text tool. This is located on the
toolbar, represented by the T icon.

Once you press on the Text tool icon and hover over your
artboard you will notice the mouse Arrow icon has now changed
to a small box with a text cursor. As soon as you press down on
the Artboard it will automatically lay down text saying Lorem
ipsum and as soon as you start typing it will replace the Lorem
ipsum text.

After you finish what you want to have for text, its now
Time to choose the Font and Size. In order to do this, you
first need to select the text while still having the Text icon
chosen. You can either press the mouse 3 times inside
the text and it will select all the text or using the cursor to
go from one side of the text to the other holding down the
mouse.

After the Text is selected, press the right mouse button
and then go to Font and then a large list of fonts will
appear. I choose Dutch 801 Extra Bold BT

To change the Font size, we do the same thing as choosing the Font, make
sure the text is selected and Right click on the mouse and go to size.

Font size 12pt

Font size 72pt

If you are going to be using some special fonts that Humanmade does not have,
you have an additional step that needs to be completed or your font could be
replaced. You first need to select the Text then go to Object on the Menu bar and
then go to Expand

Once you press Expand this menu will pop up, from
here don't change anything and proceed to press OK.

(A helpful hint before you do this step is to make a copy
of your original text, because once you press OK, this
Text will no longer be Text you can Edit.)

You will realize that after pressing OK the Text now has
turned into individual shapes. By doing this step,you
don't have to worry about transferring your file and not
having the Font be changed.

If you open up the Layer that the Text is in and
you will see there is a Sub-Layer and if you open
that up you now can see each letter has its own
layer.
If your goal is to cut these letters out and no
Etching at all. It would be best to Swap Fill and
Stroke. Then remember, the Stroke has to be
.001

Now we can cut out these Letters out or we can do a Vector Engrave with them.

Because these letters are Grouped automatically after you Expand them, if you
select any letter, it selects all of them.

Maybe you want to enlarge Illustrator to a large size and not class. Well this
brings us to our 3rd selection tool.
Go to the Direct Selection Tool and hold it
down and choose Group Selection Tool.
Before you select anything make sure
nothing is selected.
With the Group Selection tool now selected, draw a box around Illustrator with
the cursor

Now we can see just Illustrator is selected and now
inorder to enlarge this we need to go back to the
Selection tool

With the Selection Tool now pressed we can easily go to one of the Corner
squares and pull it outward. Remember if we hold down shift at the same time it
will keep the Illustrator proportional

And just like that we have enlarged Illustrator and learned of the Group
Selection Tool.

Lets now learn about the Align Panel in Illustrator. Before we go over the
functions of this tool. We need some shapes scattered through our Artboard.
Let's start by placing a small circle on our artboard

Once you have the circle here's an easy way to duplicate
it. First select the shape and hover over it with the
selection tool and hold down Alt and you will see and a
Black and white Arrow. Now move the mouse while still
holding ALT and you will see it drag a duplicate of that
shape. Make sure you let go of the mouse button before
the ALT key or a copy will not be made.

Let's make about 9 copies of that circle that are scattered like below on your artboard.

Aligns all objects selected to either Artboard or
Selection to Horizontal left, Horizontal middle,
Horizontal right, Vertical top, Vertical middle and
Vertical bottom.
Distributes all objects to a set distance based
on the objects selected to the Artboard or
Selection.
You specify a set Distribute Spacing from a
Key object
You specify to Align to Selection, Artboard or
Key Object
Let's start with Align Objects. First select all objects
(Control A) and then lets hold down Align To and choose
Align to Artboard.

Now let's choose Horizontal Align left.
From scattered circles to Horizontally Aligned Left circles to ArtBoard.

Once we have Horizontal Aligned to the left, press Control Z to undo and proceed to
see how the other Align Objects place the scattered circles. Also change the Align to
Artboard to Align to Selection and see how that aligns different.

Now that you have explored all the different Align
Objects, lets now see what the Distribute Objects
does.
Essentially the distribute objects even distributes your objects evenly across the
artboard or your selections of shapes. Before you Distribute any objects, you need to
first make sure everything is selected and lets make sure the Align To is set to Align
to Artboard and you pressed Control Z to undo the last Align so the shapes are
scattered again. I personally don't use this feature to often, but in some
circumstances it does come in handy.
Lets go ahead and press the Vertically
Distribute Top.

As you can see, it took the top and bottom shapes and aligned them to the Artboard
and then evenly distributed the rest of the shapes Vertically across the Artboard. Lets
Control Z the Distribution and try some of the other Distribution choices, so you can
see how they differ. If you change the Align To to Align to Selection and you press the
Vertically Distribute Top, the top and bottom shapes don't move and everything in
between those shapes evenly distributes vertically. Like I said earlier, I don't use this
feature to often, but it can be an easy way to get all your shapes to have the same
distance between them.

Now let's talk about the last option in the Align Panel, the
Distribution Spacing. This option allows you set the
Distribution spacing, which ultimately give you absolute
control over the distance between your objects
To really get a good understanding of this Option, we are going to use it to create a
pattern of these circles. To start this off we first want to select all of the circles and
then we are going to Horizontally Align Left then Vertically Align Bottom
Horizontally Align Left

Vertically Align Bottom

Now we can see that all the objects are aligned to be in one space at the bottom left.
Next step is to change the Align To, to Align
to Key Object. Remember all objects still
need to be selected
You will notice once you press Align to Key Object,
the area where you type in a distance now allows
you to put in a increment. Let's set that at .72
The very last thing to do now is to choose how to
distribute the object. We will press Horizontal
Distribute Space.

And just like that our circles are now all
spaced out by .72 across the bottom of
our artboard

Now that everything is aligned our next
step is to group all these circles.
Remember everything needs to be
selected in order to group these. Fast
command is Control Z

Now all the circles are in one layer

The next step is to make copies of that layer.
The easiest way is to grab that layer and bring
down to Create Layer and it will replicate that
layer. We want to make 9 copies of that layer.

Now that we duplicated that layer 9 times, the
next step is to make sure Align to Key Object
is selected and that the Distribution space is
set to .72 and then finally press the Vertical
Distribution button

And with a handful of steps we went with making scattered circles to now an
array of circles are space out by .72. With a little practice you can easily start to
make patterns and other such things with the Align tools.

Lets begin to talk learn about the Pathfinder Panel tools. The Pathfinder Panel tools
are very powerful tools and can really speed up and help you in creating. There are 2
areas in the Pathfinder and we are going to focus on the shapes modes. As you get
more advanced you might want to explore the Pathfinders tools and see if they can
aid you in creating.We are going to use all of the Shape Mode tools to create a gear
from a few basic shapes.

Let's start by making sure we have
no fill and just an outline with a
stroke of 1pt and then using the star
tool and create a star with many
points. Remember if we hold down
the mouse button when making the
star, we can use the up arrow to add
points to the star.
Next we want to create an circle using the ellipse tool in the center of star. If you
near the center of the star with the ellispe tool it will say center. As soon as you see
center, hold down the ALT key and begin to make the circle and as soon as it starts
making the circle hold down the Shift key. Remember holding down ALT creates the
shape from the center and Shift creates the shape to be proportional. Make sure the
circle is a little bigger than the inside points of the star, like below.

Now select both shapes and press Unite and you will now see how it now has United
both shapes to become one and esstially got rid of the inner points.

Lets now create another small circle (similar to below) in the center of our shape
now. Once the circle is created, select both shape and press the Minus Front. You
can think of the Minus front like a cookie cutter. Out of the 2 shapes you use for this
Shape Mode, whichever layer is on top is the shape that will cut into the second
shape

When you use the Minus front it might not look like it did anything and the fastest
way to make sure it worked, is to Swap the Fill and Stroke to see that it actually did
cut out the shape. After you see that it did indeed cut the shape swap back to the
original

Our next step is to make another circle in the center of our shape and we want it to
be a tad larger from our first circle before we United it to our star, just like below.
Once it's created select both shapes and press the Intersect tool. The Intersect tool
essentially will only keep what's inside of both shapes and eliminate everything else.

We are getting close to having our gear shape
complete. The next step in to put small holes
around the outside parimeter. The easist way to
place them is to have have 2 squares in the
middle of the circle with one being rotated 45
degree.

Once we have one square, just select the Square and copy it by
pressing CTRL C and then paste it into place by pressing CTRL SHIFT
V. Once its pasted go to the corner of the square and hold down shift
and rotate it 45 degrees.

Now want we want is to place small circles and each one of the points, like below.
The easiest way is go to each corner and it will say anchor and create your circle
with ALT and Shift held down and repeat and each point and make sure it's always
the same size.

Now lets delete the squares as they were just a tool in order for us to get the
circles in a consistent space around our shape. Next Select everything and then
press Exclude

The Exclude and Minus front tool work very similar and again it might not look like it
did anything and the fastest way to make sure it worked, is to Swap the Fill and
Stroke to see that it actually did cut out the shape. After you see that it did indeed cut
the shapes swap back to the original.

As you can see with simple shapes and all the Shape Modes we created a realistic
looking gear. The Pathfinder Shape Modes are powerful tools and they can really
help speed up the process and well as aid you in several ways of creating in
Illustrator.

And now to learn the most important tool in Illustrator, the Pen
tool. This is the one tool that takes many of hrs of practice. Ive
been using illustrator for close to 20 yrs and I'm still not a master
of using the Pen tool. So have patience and a little bit of time and
you will be able to illustrate the things you want to make.
In order to use the Pen tool with more ease, it's always best to
make sure you have no fill and just a stroke color and for this
let's use the color red from our swatch panel.
Let's also make our Stroke at a 3pt, so we can
see it nice an easy.
Now we are going to start with using the Pen tool by making only straight lines only.
But first we need a custom image to help us learn the Pen tool
In order to get an image onto our Artboard, we need to
go to file and then Place.
On the ThawSpace (T) drive go to Illustrator class
folder and you will see our class files. Choose
Straightlinepentool.png. As soon as you place it, it
will show up as a small icon until you press the
mouse button and then it will be full size. You will
most likely have to move it around to get it placed
where you want it to be.

One last thing that is also very helpful when bringing in images, is to never create on
that layer. Create a new layer and then lock the image layer, so you will never do
anything to change that layer.

For this exercise, you will basically press the left mouse button to place a anchor to
start the line, then go to where you want the line to change direction press the
mouse button to place another anchor and repeat until the line is finished. Once you
get to the last anchor the last step is to deselect so it ends the line, to do so press
Control Shift A or go to Select on the Menu bar and choose Deselect.

Don't bother wasting time trying to get an exact matching line cause you can always
fix any anchor with the Direct Selection tool. As you can tell the top most point of the
line is not perfect. So now I will use the Direct selection to move it to the right
position.

Now let's do the next line exercise. Here we have a bunch of single angled lines.
When your using the Pen tool, remember it will continue to make lines until you close
it. So here we need to deselect after every line using Control Shift A

When we are making just a straight line, we can hold down shift and it will keep the
line from doing anything but going straight. Make sure you press the mouse button
first then hold down shift. Remember Control Shift A to end the line.

Another thing that can help when making consistent lines is having Smart Guides on.
By Default it will always be on. You can also find it in the Menu Bar under View and
then Smart Guides.(Control U is the shortcut) Having this on will always want to
connect to another anchos axis, which is very helpful but sometimes it is not helpful.
Here you see it wants to place an anchor that is intersecting from another anchor.

And just like that we have an easy horizontal pattern by using the line tool and just
drawing straight lines holding down shift and making sure Smart guides were on to
connect the anchors at intersecting points.

Now that we have learned how to use the Pen tool with basic straight lines, it's now
time to learn how to make curves with the Pen tool. Let's start by Placing our next
image loading on the ThawSpace (T) drive then go to Illustrator class folder and you
will see our class files. Choose Curvedline.png. Remember to lock the image layer
and create another layer to do all of your work on

When making curves, you will first put a anchor where the line starts, then go to the
end of line and then press and hold down the mouse and you will make anchor
handles come out to control how the curve is.

As you can tell the curved tool is definitely different than just making straight lines.
With practice you can make any kind of lines to make intricate illustrations. Let's
continue practicing making curved lines with the remainder of examples.

So now that we have practiced with simple single lined curves, it's time to explore
using curves with a continuous curved line. Let's start by Placing our next image
loading on the ThawSpace (T) drive then go to Illustrator class folder and you will
see our class files. Choose continouscurvedline.png. Remember to lock the image
layer and create another layer to do all of your work on.

One good practice tip when making curves is
understanding how a circle is made. If we look at the
circle we only see 4 anchors. So that means every 45
degree with a curve we should be placing a anchor. So
with being said the least amount of anchors the better, if
there were a hundred anchors on this circle it would
make any machine start to over work.

On the first exercise there are lines that indicate where a anchor should be placed.
Once you place it then adjust the handle to match the line as close as possible and
remember we can always go back and adjust the anchor handles to make it perfect.

Now that the line is complete, we now can use the direct selection tool to go and
adjust the curves to make it match more of our line

Now that we've completed a continuous curve with multiple anchor points, let
continue to do more exercises. Lets not forget how the circle is made with 4 anchors
only.
2nd anchor
2 handles

Also when we are creating the 2nd anchor of
the circle two handles come out. Those 2
handles will control the curve on 2nd and the
3rd anchor. So we don't need to pull out
handles on the 3rd anchor as the curve is
already made.

3rd anchor
No handles

And remember don't worry about getting the lines perfect, you can always go back
using the direct selection tool and make them as perfect as possible. Let's finish the
next 3 half circle exercises for more practice

Next we are going to explore how to stop a curve by eliminating one of the handle so
we can go from a curve to a straight line.
As we can tell when we
added our 2 anchor with 2
handles to create the
curve, it automatically
wants to continue the
curve but we don't want a
curve, since we have a
straight line next.

To stop line from curving
we need to hover over the
anchor and press the
mouse button and it will
delete the anchor handle
with the Anchor Point
Tools(The upside down V)

As we can tell now the line went straight from 1 of the handles being eliminated. Let's
continue with example below to repeat his process again. It's going to take practice
like everything else in life to master the Pen tool.

For our last exercise we will be creating both curved and straight lines as well as
eliminating handles as we create our shape. Lets load a file from Thawspace(T)
pentoolcurvedandstraight.png is the file name. Remember to lock the layer of the
image imported and create new layer to redraw this shape on..

If you can create this shape with relatively ease, your on good pace to utilizing the
pen tool in the correct way. Remember don't waste your time trying to make perfect,
just get it close as you can always go back and edit the anchors and handles with
the Direct Selection tool

Before we end the Pen tool, here are a few more tips on using it. Let's say we want
to add a point to this line. With the Pen Tool being used if you press either the (+) or
(-) these icons will pop open near the bottom of the Toolbar. With these 2 tools you
either add an anchor point or delete an anchor point.

This where we want to add and anchor point, just press the mouse button with the +
being active and it will automatically add the anchor point to the line. You also will
notice that the pen tool has a + added to it. If you want the anchor to be exactly in
the middle of the line, make sure Smart Guides is enabled. Now we can move that
anchor with the Direct Selection tool to wherever we want.

Now let's do the opposite and get rid of an Anchor. Press the (-) symbol on the
keyboard and go to the anchor you want to delete. You will also notice that the Pen
tool has a - on it as well. Just simply press the mouse button and just like magic the
anchor no longer exists

You might have noticed the Pen Tool does have that small triangle at the bottom right
as well. When you hold it down you will notice that it has the Anchor Point Tool. This
tool basically gets rid of curves or adds curves to an anchor. You can either use this
on a Anchor or and Anchor handle.

Lets say we want to add a curve to the bottom left anchor. We then go to that anchor
point and by holding down the mouse we are able to pull out anchor handles.

When we add Anchor handles, it will add 2 handles, one on each side of the Anchor
point. But now we want to get rid of one of the handles, the one on the right of the
Anchor point.

And just like that we added a curve to an anchor then deleted one of the Anchor
handles to keep the straight line as well. Practice, Practice and Practice will make
you become that much better at using the Pen Tool.

As you can tell, we have barely used any of the Tools and Panels in Illustrator. The
more you come fluent with Illustrator the more you should explore others tools and
panels as some might benefit your creations. But before we are done, here are a few
extra tools and tricks that might also benefit you.

The Width tool is a tool that changes the width of your
stroke. So instead of having a stroke of 1pt through your
line, you can alter it throughout the line.
With the Width Tool being active, you can hover over your line and a white square
will appear. As soon as you press down the mouse and hold it down and move the
mouse in the direction you want to widen it and you will see it lines showing the new
width of the line and as soon as you let go it will go back to being a solid.

As you can see, we went from a single stroke shape to varying stroke throughout the
shape.

Now lets learn how to Reflect this shape. First thing is we need to select the shape
and then right click and go to Transform, then go to Reflect and then the Reflect
menus will open up.

We are going to start by
Reflecting this shape
Vertically and then pressing
Copy.
Once we reflect it Vertical, let's instantly Reflect again, but this time let's do it
Horizontal and Copy again.

As you can tell the Reflect tool is a
super handy tool when making such
things as patterns, icons and much
more. Remember that this was all
created from this simple shape, then
using the Width Tool and Reflecting it
and moving it around made this
complex shape.

The final panel we are now going to go over is the
Image Trace Panel. Essentially it converts Raster
images (JPEG, PNG, PSD, ect.) into Vector Images.
This Panel is under Window and then Image Trace
Mode - There are 3 options for this. Color,
Grayscale and Black and White. Depending on
your image will determine which mode you
choose.
Threshold - Specifies a value for generating a
black and white tracing result from the original
image. All pixels lighter than the Threshold value
are converted to white; all pixels darker than the
Threshold value are converted to black.
Paths - Controls the distance between the traced
shape and the original pixel shape. Lower values
create a looser path fitting; higher values create a
tighter path fitting.
Corners - Specifies the emphasis on corners and
the likeliness that a sharp bend will turn into a
corner point. A higher value results in more
corners.
Noise - Specifies an area in pixels that is ignored
while tracing. A higher value results in less noise.
Tip: For a high-resolution image, move the Noise
slider to a higher value (for example in the 20–50
range) to have some effect. For a low-resolution
image, set it lower (1–10).

In order to even use the Image Trace Panel, we
need to place an image. Go to Thawspace (T)
and open tree.png

By default, this is the Image Trace without changing any of the settings. What we
have to remember is that your bringing in a Raster image composed of pixels and
are trying to convert it to Vector and that it's almost impossible to get a perfect Image
Trace.

Original

Vector

You can tell that the Vector is still a tree, but it's lost a lot of detail. So this is where
messing with the Image Trace settings can give you possibly a better Image Trace.

Original

Vector

Now after changing the Image Trace setting you can see a big difference from the
1st vector to the 2nd.

Now let's say we want to Etch and cut this tree out, well then there are a few more
steps we need to complete before doing so.
The first step is to expand the vector. To do this
go to Object then Expand.

As you can tell, by expanding the vector it has
created hundred of anchor points. If anything
that will make Illustrator freeze up, it will be the
Image Trace.
Now since we did a Black and White Image
Trace, there are tons of white areas that we
need to get rid of, or else it's going to create
double cut lines.

The easiest way to select all of the white is select an
area of white with the Group Selection tool. Then go
to Select at the top Menu bar, then go to Same, Fill
Color. Once it selects all of the White just simply
press delete and all were be left with will be black
shapes.

Our next step is to use the Group Selection
tool again and just select the outside border
line of the tree

Once it’s selected, we need to copy it and paste it in place (control C then Control
Shift V) By default it will always fill the object. So we need to swap the fill and stroke
and turn off the layer that has the tree detail, so that were only left with the cutline of
the tree.

So now that we have our cutline of the tree, we could easily etch out the tree and
then cut it out.

Etch

Cut

